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ARTHUR J. VISELTEAR
ESTEEMED ACADEMIC COLLEAGUE
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ArthurJ. Viseltear: Esteemed Academic Companion
To the faculty of the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health (EPH),
Arthur Viseltear was a very special colleague. Though he was a member ofthe EPH
faculty for only ten years, he had embedded himselfin our collective conscience and
consciousness. Forthe next tenyears,while amemberofthe Sectionofthe Historyof
Medicine, hewould continue to teach in EPH, to influence our curriculum decisions,
and to attract the fierce loyaltyofa substantial group ofour students.
Arthur's recruitment to the Department of EPH was assisted by Sam Webb and
Rosemary Stevens. The first had been Arthur's fellow doctoral student at the
University ofCalifornia, LosAngeles, and the second wished to have a fellow public
health historian to talk to. The arrival ofGeorge Rosen at Yale at the same time was
undoubtedly an important factor in Arthur's decision to come here. Both of these
men considered themselves as descendants of Henry Sigerist, the eminent medical
historian.
Arthur brought to EPH his measured and exact concern with historical precedent
erected on a tough ethical foundation. His personal moral code was based on
whether he, like his hero C.-E.A. Winslow, would "add to the common good."
Nowhere was this more obvious than in his 1989 EPH commencement address,
"The Ethos of Public Health." He spoke angrily of those who allowed ". .. fiscal
exigency or crises of faith to modify our historical and fundamental mission." His
concern was more with the crises of faith. Arthur didn't really know all that much
aboutfiscal exigency; exegesis, yes, butexigency, no. Faith-beliefinpublichealth, in
its past and its future, in its concern for "the weak, the disenfranchised and
sickly"-this was the central core ofhis professional life. He was as much ofa zealot
in this concern aswere some ofthe Old Testament prophets.
Arthur honored our department for the twenty-one years he was at Yale. He
stirred our bones by bringing the public back into public health-he introduced the
key concepts of public policy into the curriculum and translated his Washington
experience into an academic discipline, where it was refined and strengthened by his
historical perspective. He waswith us too short a time.
This issue is devoted to topics of particular interest to Arthur. The first four deal
with contemporary health policy in the areas ofmedical care and public health, one
being written by Arthur's teacher at the University of California, Los Angeles, and
the rest by his colleagues either at Yale or other universities.
Occupational health was an area of particular interest to Arthur, as it has a long
and contentious history. The next two articles reflect Arthur's connections in E.P.H.
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and illustrate the primacy ofepidemiology in the Department, while the last piece is
a historicaljest.
JOHN D. THOMPSON, R.N., M.S.
GuestEditor